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In disaster situations, where ad hoc mobile networks are normally used,
the location and quantity of existing obstacles is random. Most exist-
ing mobility models have not been developed with consideration of the
obstacles that exist in a disaster environment. This paper proposes two
methods of mobility that realistically represent movement in an environ-
ment with obstacles. Unmarked Point Model (UPM) uses a high granu-
larity strategy and Adjacency Vertex Model (AVM) uses a method that
selects the shortest pathway. UPM consumes more resources than AVM
to generate node mobility patterns in an ad hoc network, on a real map
area of an urban area, where obstacles have been placed to simulate an
emergency and rescue scenario. In addition, a comparative analysis of
both models in its routing performance is done using AODV [18].

Keywords: Wireless, ad hoc, mobility models, simulation, urban areas, emer-
gency and rescue

1 INTRODUCTION

In emergency and rescue scenarios mobile ad hoc networks (MANET) can
create a temporary wireless network from mobile nodes without requiring a
preset network infrastructure [6].
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MANET networks in a disaster area allows the use of everyday technolog-
ical devices such as cell phones, PDAs, tablets and other mobile devices [13]
to establish communication between rescue teams and survivors. Further-
more, the generation of a temporary network is achieved independently and
collaboratively in order to lessen the effects of the disaster.

The use of simulation tools allows us to determine and analyze the behav-
ior of MANET networks without incurring the resource expenditures [13]. A
key element in the simulation is the generation and use of a mobility model
to determine the behavior of each displacement node [6].

Mobility models must simulate human movement [16], because in emer-
gency and rescue scenarios, especially in urban areas, there are obstacles that
prevent the movement of vehicles and limit the people’s mobility. [6] Fur-
thermore, each of these obstacles can also lessen signals and even prevents
network connections between nodes.

Visual output tools generate node movement in emergency and rescue sce-
narios in visual form, such as Ad-hockey [1], but they use perfect geometric
shapes such as quadrilaterals and simple lines for obstacles, causing the node
to interact in an artificial environment.

This paper proposes two models of human mobility: the first is called
UPM, inspired by basic deductions of “free space - occupied space” and the
second is called AVM and is based on human movement (HUMO) [6] and the
use of the shortest path concept (Dijkstra). The implementation of the two
proposed models is performed in the SCENGEN [19] scenario generation
tool.

To validate the models, we propose a method that generates emergency
and rescue scenarios using real maps to simulate the state of the city after a
disaster.

The paper is structured as follows: Section II discusses existing mobility
models. In Section III and IV, we present the UPM mobility model and the
AVM mobility model respectively. Section V shows the process of generating
an emergency and rescue scenario and finally, in Section VI, we compare the
proposed models by measuring the computational performance and AODV
behavior within a simulation in Network Simulator 2 (NS2) [7].

2 RELATED WORK

Mobility models generally fall into two groups: models based on traces that
are based on actual movements [7] captured by electronic devices and stored
in large databases of information [4, 15, 22], and synthetic models, whose
behavior is based on the use of mathematical models [15].
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Synthetic models can be further classified according to their similarity to
human movement, into realistic synthetic models and unrealistic synthetic
models. The realistic synthetic models are divided into models with spatial
dependency and models with geographic dependency. Within the unrealistic
synthetic models, random models and models with temporal dependency can
be found.

Random Models: Are the models where the nodes have free movement
in the simulation area. Their direction, speed, and acceleration characteris-
tics, etc. are randomly generated causing abrupt changes in node movement.
These models include Random Walk Mobility Model, Random Way-Point
Model, Random Direction Model and Boundless Simulation Area Model.
Random Walk Mobility Model is the basis of several random patterns and its
movement is considered the most unpredictable of all [5, 21]. The Random
Way-Point Model is the model used for the simulation of protocols in ad-hoc
networks [14].The Random Direction Model seeks to break the concentration
of dots in the center of the area [5]. The Boundless Simulation Area Model
uses the relationship between the previous direction and speed with the cur-
rent one and works within a limitless area so that a node that leaves the area’s
boundary goes back to its opposite side [5].

Models with Temporal Dependency: These models try to correct the weak-
nesses of realism of previous models, such as the sudden stop and the dras-
tic change of speed and direction, using a comparison process between the
current and next values of speed, acceleration and direction. They are repre-
sentations of mobility that do not conform to human patterns [5, 9]. Some of
these models are: the Gauss-Markov Mobility Model and the Smooth Ran-
dom Mobility Model. The Gauss-Markov Mobility Model was designed to
adapt to different levels of randomness via tuning parameters. A node starts
with a speed and an assigned direction, which after a certain period of time
is reassigned [5]. The Smooth Random Mobility Model, controls sudden
changes of speed to make a change in direction through the use of a slow-
down before time runs out [3].

Models with Spatial Dependency: These include the mobility models
that handle node groups that are commonly governed by the node move-
ment [6,10]. Among the models that belong to this group, we can find: Refer-
ence Point Group Mobility Model, Column Mobility Model, Pursue Mobility
Model and Nomadic Mobility Model. In the Reference Point Group Mobility
Model, an arbitrary motion model determines the group movement while its
internal movement (each node) is associated with a reference point [8, 10].
In the Column Mobility Model, an arbitrary motion model determines the
group movement based on movement along a straight line (grid reference)
that moves in a given direction [5]. The Pursue Mobility Model uses the same
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strategy used by police to track a thief. Once implemented in the model, the
nodes chase after a target [5].The Nomadic Mobility Model’s name evokes
the distant, past human behavior when people traveled in wandering groups
governed by a leader [5] and functions as such.

Models with Geographic Dependency: The models with geographic
restriction emphasize the solution of stage limitations, which force an effi-
cient mobility of nodes. There are two variants of geographic dependency: the
Pathway Models and the Obstacle Models. Pathway type models are devel-
oped for scenarios that are based on obtaining pathways for the movement
of nodes to reach their target. These pathways can be representations of city
streets, roads or highways, which depending on the flexibility of the estab-
lished scenario, must abide by road restrictions on the roads such as speed
limits and traffic lights, among others [7, 15].The Obstacle Models are mod-
els based on solutions obtained from the defined obstacles in a scenario. Gen-
erally, it achieves the implementation of solutions based on movements in its
vertex, such as the Human Obstacle Mobility Model(HUMO), using mathe-
matical models or the use of graphic modeling [15].

Exist some studies in the mobility models area, by example,
Karamshuk et al. [11] shows a survey for human mobility models but does
not take into account their relationship with emergency and rescue scenarios.
Papageorgiou et al. [17] shows a mobility model from the rescue team per-
spective only, our research take both perspectives together rescue team and
victim.

The two proposed models, UPM and AVM, belong to the group of realistic
synthetic mobility models with geographic restrictions. Figure 1 shows the
relationships between our proposed models and the studied models.

3 UNMARKED POINT MODEL (UPM)

The UPM qualifies as an Obstacle Model because it handles the analysis of
“free - busy” space to make its movement and thus generates its pathway. The
UPM is different from the rest of the models for two reasons. First, because
it can work on scenarios containing obstacles with non-geometrical or amor-
phous shapes, because its movement is based on the low-level treatment of
the image, that is, in scenarios where obstacle images present great granular-
ity or pixelation, as shown in Figure 2.

The UPM was developed by taking into consideration the analysis per-
formed by a person in a scenario crowded with obstacles similar to those
in an emergency and rescue scenario. Indeed, an individual must analyze a
range of possibilities before making his next move, e.g. before crossing a
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FIGURE 1
Mobility models

FIGURE 2
Pixelated surfaces
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river. Node movement is done through verification and use of open spaces
adjacent to the node’s position in any of the four cardinal points.

Given a node’s current position, the following elements are used to define
its next position:

Obstacles
The obstacles are randomly distributed in a binary matrix generated by a
map of a real city, to simulate a disaster area (see Section V, which describes
the generation of a disaster scenario).Occupied spaces are represented with a
1 and the free spaces are represented with a 0. This permits it to be possible
to distinguish the presence of an obstacle or a point that can become part of
the pathway to the target point.

Movement
The node starts from a randomly selected position obtained through the
application of a uniform distribution that is responsible for finding a point
with a value of 0 in the matrix. It then evaluates the four closest values to
the current position, always estimating the approaching pathway to a defined
target point, which in the case of an emergency and rescue scenario, could be
an evacuation or aid point. The target point is the destination to be reached.
The movements performed are made in a row or a column. The process is
shown in Figure 4.

Pathway
UPM proposes an exhaustive way to move as it works in areas with many
obstacles. Unlike models such as HUMO or OAM, it is not based on the
vertex of the polygon, but on the state of the next free position. Algorithm 1
shows the selection process of the near free position point to evacuation point
using a matrix of neighboring free/occupied locations.

In the evacuation point of this model, if a node is in a position (xa, yb) to
approaching its target point in (xn, yn), it has to choose the free space of its
next positions (xa ± κ, yb) or (xa, yb ± κ); which is convenient to reach the
position (xn, yn) as shown in Figure 3.

We can represent UPM model based in the General Random Walk Model.
The major difference between them is κ that in UPM is equal to a length mea-
sure unit. If the node is located in the (xa, yb) position then each movement
is represented by:

S = (l, θ,�t f ,�tp)|(xa ± κ, yb ± κ)) ∈ B3κ×3κ (1)

Where
bi, j = 0 next free position
l = κ length of step
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Algorithm 1 UPM node movement.
Require: A binary matrix where it is detailed free and occupied spaces.
Ensure: Next node movement point (x,y).

1: if (((pX < pY ) ∧ (p target X <> pX )) ∨ (p target Y == pY ))
then

2: if (p target X < pX ) then
3: if (le f t f ree) then
4: (node le f t move)
5: else
6: (node down move) ∨ (node up move) ∨ (node right move)
7: end if
8: else
9: if (right f ree) then

10: (node right move)
11: else
12: (node down move) ∨ (node up move) ∨ (node le f t move)
13: end if
14: end if
15: else
16: if (p target Y < pY ) then
17: if (down f ree) then
18: (node down move)
19: else
20: (node le f t move) ∨ (node up move) ∨ (node right move)
21: end if
22: end if
23: end if

θ = [0, 360]
�t f = time of movement
�tp = time of pause

Each node moves a distance κ , in the UPM model the time of movement
is in function of κ . Each pause is used by the node to decide the next step.

4 ADJACENCY VERTEX MODEL(AVM)

The AVM uses the Pathway Model and Obstacle Model strategies because
its movement is defined by the existence of points given to the obstacles and
also because the nodes have to make a quantitative comparison of distances to
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FIGURE 3
UPM node movement

FIGURE 4
UPM node movement diagram
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make their next move. This movement is similar to HUMO movements [6,16]
and its improved variant, Obstacle Avoidance Mobility (OAM) [6]. AVM is
also Pathway model because nodes move according to previously established
pathways on an adjacency matrix [19].

The AVM is similar to the OAM model as it is based on the human mobil-
ity model (HUMO); it also applies the concept of the shortest path to reach
the target. However, the model is built around two operating strategies that
make it a hybrid model, i.e. a model simultaneously based on obstacles and
pathways. The first strategy is used for the generation of the obstacles and
their pathways, while the second strategy is to generate the movement of ran-
domly distributed nodes after a disaster.

The AVM differs from the other models because it uses an adjacency
matrix of vertex, which enables the formation of areas with very simple or
complex obstacles, through modifying adjacency points or eliminating ver-
tex.

Given a node’s current position, the following elements are used to define
the next position:

Obstacles
These are randomly distributed obstacles in a file that contains a binary
matrix that represents a segment of a real city map, simulating a disaster
area. The vertexes of each polygon are marked with a digit greater than 1.
Each vertex contains a number of adjacent vertexes that are close to the
visible points which can be reached directly. This information is stored in an
adjacency matrix.

Movement
The node starts from a position selected randomly according to a uniform
distribution; it immediately calculates the nearest vertex position by quanti-
tative comparison of the results of the distance between the vertex position
and the target or evacuation point. It does this using the Euclidean distance
formula between two points, as indicated by in Algorithm 2.

Pathway
The pathway generated from a starting point to another target is determinated
through the shortest jump (referred as the shortest distance in the algorithm).
Adjacency matrix is used for getting the distances and marking the vertices
already visited. As indicated in the Figure 5 the pathway uses the distance
for cost calculation, the neighboring free obstacle vertex with lower distance
is selected. Figure 6 shows the interactions of the components in a use case
diagram.

We can represent AVM model based in the General Random Walk Model
where the node is located in the (xa, yb) position. A node can reach the target
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Algorithm 2 AVM node movement.
Require: An adjacency matrix
Ensure: Next nodes movement point (x,y).

1: for (var2 ← 0, ......, num max nodes) do
2: if ((pX == max[var2][0]) ∧ (pY == max[var2][1])) then
3: start node2 ← var2
4: var2 ← num max nodos
5: end if
6: if (pX <> max[target node][0]) ∧ (pX <> max[target node][1])

then
7: for (var32 ← 0, ......, num max colum[2]) do
8: a = max[start node2][var3] − max[target node][0]
9: b = max[start node2][var3 + 1] − max[target node][1]

10: cost ←
√

[(a)2 + (b)2]
11: if (var3 == 2)) then
12: mincost ← cost
13: pX ← max[start node2][var3]
14: pY ← max[start node2][var3 + 1]
15: else
16: if (cost < min cost) then
17: min cost = cost
18: pX ← max[start node2][var3]
19: pY ← max[start node2][var3 + 1]
20: end if
21: end if
22: end for
23: end if
24: end for

point (xn, ym) across N a set of neighboring intermediates free obstacles ver-
tex (xi , y j ). Then each movement is represented by:

S = (l, θ,�t f ,�tp)|(xi , y j ) ∈ N (2)

Where
N = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), ...., (xn, ym)}
l = √

(xi − xa)2 + (y j − yb)2

θ = [0, 360]
�t f = time of movement
�tp = time of pause
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FIGURE 5
AVM node movement

FIGURE 6
AVM node movement diagram
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5 GENERATION OF DISASTER SCENARIOS BASED ON
REAL MAPS

To validate the UPM and AVM models, we will use a segment plan of a real
city, 2 km x 1 km, located in Loja city, Ecuador in South America, a panorama
of the city is shown in Figure 7.

Based on a real map of the city, we will proceed to select the appropriate
area and start to edit the image, removing unnecessary architectural details
in the resource graph,only preserving blocks of the structures. The map was

FIGURE 7
Abstraction of one segment of the map of Loja city-Ecuador
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FIGURE 8
Obtaining XBM image file

then converted to a bitmap format called Exchange monochrome BitMAP
(XBM).This format was chosen because its internal composition facilitates
the construction of the binary matrix representing the scenario. This proce-
dure is summarized in Figure 8.

The internal code of the image is transformed using a program developed
in C++; the resulting binary data that will help to control the mobility of the
UPM. Figure 9 summarizes the expressed idea.

Manipulating the binary file obtained above and using a program devel-
oped in C++, we randomly generate obstacles in the image. This result is
indicated in Figure 10.

FIGURE 9
Binary representation of the XBM image file
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FIGURE 10
Disaster area with obstacles generated (Map.XBM)

Figure 11 shows the way we obtain the adjacency points of one vertex.
After that, we determinate the node’s adjacency vertex coordinates and we
put them within one preformatted structure.

UPM and AVM have been implemented in the SCENGEN tool. The soft-
ware developed in C++ generates scenarios for the NS2 tool. SCENGEN
implements 6 mobility models, none of the belongs to the geographic restric-
tion type: the data are generated randomly using uniform distribution or the

FIGURE 11
Obtaining of adjacency points matrix file
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Gauss-Markov distribution. There are many simulation tools. Among them
are:

� Scengen is an application developed in C++ to generate mobility scenarios
in a fast and simple way.

� NS2 environment was developed in C++ and TCL. It’s widely used in the
academic research community for creating and evaluating protocol, simu-
lating communication models and more [20].

� NS3 is a modern tool eliminates complexity produced by the use of both
C++ and TCL. It has fewer mobility models implemented than NS2. [20].

� BonnMotion is a program made in JAVA program aimed at the creation and
analysis of mobility scenarios [2].

� Mobi-Real is a tool for realistic simulation of human and vehicle movement
with variation of behavior depending on the context of the application [12].

The SCENGEN tool was chosen for the following features:

� It is an application that creates mobility scenarios for the NS2 simulation
tool.

� Its code is open, light,and available online and fully developed in C++.
� It allows new patterns of mobility.
� It facilitates the visualization of generated movements.

6 EXPERIMENT RESULTS

6.1 Computational Performance
The computational performance is the evaluation of the efficiency of resource
use hardware and software resources for a particular task. We used three met-
rics: the scenario generation time, processor usage and the number of gener-
ated lines. Table 1 and Table 2 show the computational performance for UPM
and AVM by node density.

In Figure 12, we can see a marked difference in runtime between the two
models. The high time consumption for each UPM runtime tends to increase
linearly in relation to the increasing number of nodes. In comparison, the
AVM runtimes are minimal.

Figure 13 indicates the consumption of processor resources. UPM uses
all the processor resources, while AVM, the use of processor resources is
directly related to the number of nodes.

Finally, Figure 14 shows that the UPM generates a greater amount of
movements than the AVM. The amount of movement affects directly the sim-
ulations performed in the NS2 simulator.
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Scenario generation Processor Number of
Node density time (s) Usage (%) generated lines

20 11.942 100 457
30 13.781 100 674
40 18.243 100 893
50 29.769 100 1124
60 39.153 100 1309
70 50.514 100 1589
80 42.267 100 1786
90 53.371 100 2036

100 89.322 100 2248

TABLE 1
Data obtained with UPM

Scenario generation Processor Number of
Node density time(s) Usage(%) generated lines

20 0.341 25 206
30 0.137 32 322
40 0.351 41 428
50 0.513 53 539
60 0.529 62 629
70 0.859 71 758
80 0.738 80 847
90 1.347 89 972

100 1.689 94 1084

TABLE 2
Data obtained with the AVM

In conclusion, it can be determined that AVM exhibits a more efficient use
of resources than UPM, essentially because UPM has very detailed move-
ments that are resource demanding.

6.2 Relationship with the ad hoc routing protocol
Since mobility models have a direct influence on the efficiency of a protocol
in a network, it is necessary to measure their behavior by analyzing a con-
trolled simulation. Table 3 shows the parameters used in the simulation. The
selection of the AODV routing protocol is discretional, and it does not affect
the results, since it is common to all mobility models.

The simulation is develop with NS2 using scenarios previously created
and 20 TCP connections for evaluating the AODV protocol performance.

Evaluation of each viewpoint is done according to the following metrics:
rate of received packets, delay average, application layer efficiency, routing
layer efficiency and dropped packets.
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FIGURE 12
Generation time of a scenario

FIGURE 13
CPU utilization

FIGURE 14
Number of generated lines
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Item Detail

Routing protocol AODV
Nodes density 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100
Mobility models UPM, AVM
Evacuation point Static in the map
Number of connections 20 connections (All to Node 0)
Dynamic viewpoint Node 0 moves
Static viewpoint Node 0 doesn’t move

TABLE 3
Simulation parameters

According to Dynamic viewpoint, all nodes are moving simulating the
behavior of the survivors in a disaster area, they communicate each other
for mutual aid to reach the destination, which is an evacuation point. In the
static viewpoint, node 0 is located at the evacuation point without moving
anywhere, staying connected to all nodes and pretending to be emergency or
rescue equipment. The following section is related to an analysis of the two
mobility models according to the two points of view previously indicated.

Figure 15 shows the routing protocol efficiency when it interact with both
UPM and AVM models. Best values are close to one. Lower values show
indicators when higher packet loss exists. If more nodes belong to the net-
work then the efficiency decreases, because the probability unstable routes
is greater. Since UPM is a model with shorter movements, its efficiency is
higher than AVM.

FIGURE 15
Rate of sent packets
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FIGURE 16
TCP delay average

Figure 16 shows that UPM suffers less packet delay. While the number of
nodes increases in the network, the delay tends to stabilize for both static and
dynamic viewpoints.

According to Figure 17, while more nodes exist in the network, the num-
ber of application packets loss decreases since the probability of effective
information delivery increases. Logically, from a static viewpoint, there is
greater efficiency in the delivery of packets for both models than a dynamic
viewpoint. The closer to one, the better it is.

FIGURE 17
Application sent packets
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FIGURE 18
Rate of routing sent packets

The rate of sent routing packets, displayed in Figure 18, measures the
amount of routing packets required for path generation and consequent appli-
cation packet delivery. In spite of UPM is a model with shorter movements,
it has a better relationship about the efficiency of the routing protocol.

As seen in Figure 19, both models AVM and UPM have similar loss pack-
ets for static and dynamic view, respectively. We also appreciate, when node 0

FIGURE 19
Dropped packets
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(target point) operates from the dynamic viewpoint, there is a greater amount
of loss packets than the static viewpoint.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this paper we present two models of human mobility that can be applied to
the simulation of emergency and rescue scenarios. Both handle a large vol-
ume of obstacles and pathways. They are perfectly scalable, and depending
on the model, they require more or less machine resources. The AVM consti-
tutes the most efficient model, because it uses fewer resources, and it is faster
than the UPM. It is therefore the most suitable for the generation of simulated
emergency and rescue scenarios.

The UPM is useful in areas with obstacles with no clear geometric shape,
such as emergency and rescue scenarios, where the intensity of the disaster
may directly affect the shape of the obstacle.

The convenience of AVM shown during the simulation using AODV pro-
tocol confirms the effectiveness and efficiency advantages offered by this
model against the UPM for low node density. Although as seen, UPM offers
advantages enabling it to provide detailed work on the scenario mainly main-
taining a good flow of communication with low delay rates and management
of greater stability in the network.

Existing mobility models are not focused on the movements of people
in disaster situations, where the movements are limited by the visual health
of the victim and visibility in your environment. We compared the proposed
models in this research because they reflect the conditions in which the victim
is after a disaster.

There are some research issues not addressed in this paper. Especially
it is interesting to compare our proposed models with others according to
characteristics of mobility models: node velocity, node density, length of
movements. Another research issue is to improve our models using the group
human behavior.
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